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Abstract
Ordered labelled trees are trees where each node has a label and the left-to-right
order among siblings is significant. Ordered labelled forests are sequences of ordered
labelled trees. Ordered labelled trees and forests are useful structures for hierarchical
data representation.
Given two ordered labelled forests F and G, the local forest similarity is to compute
two sub-forests F ′ and G′ of F and G respectively such that they are the most similar
over all the possible F ′ and G′. Given a target forest F and a pattern forest G, the
forest pattern matching problem is to compute a sub-forest F ′ of F which is the most
similar to G over all the possible F ′.
This thesis presents novel efficient algorithms for the local forest similarity problem
and forest pattern matching problem for sub-forest. An application of the algorithms
is that it can be used to locate the structural regions in RNA secondary structures
which is the important data in RNA secondary structure comparison and function
investigation. RNA is a chain of nucleotide, mathematically it is a string over a four
letter alphabet; in computational molecular biology, ordered labelled trees are used
to represent RNA secondary structures.
Keywords: trees , sub-trees , forests, sub-forests, forest edit similarity, forest
removing similarity, local forest similarity, forest pattern matching, RNA secondary
structure comparison
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation and research objective
Ordered labelled trees are rooted trees where each node has a label and the left-to-
right order among siblings is significant. An ordered labelled forest is a sequence of
ordered labelled trees. Ordered labelled trees and forests are used to represent hi-
erarchically structured information in many areas such as image processing, pattern
recognition, natural language and structured document management [1, 21, 6, 18]. It
is quite often a necessity to measure the similarity between two or more such trees
and forests to determine the similarity between them and identify parts of the trees
and forests that are similar.
Throughout this thesis, we refer to ordered labelled trees and ordered labelled forests
as trees and forests respectively. Since trees and forests are useful object representa-
tions, the need for trees and forests comparison frequently arises. The RNA secondary
structure comparison problem is among which a typical example. RNA is one of the
major macromolecules essential for all known forms of life. In computational biology,
RNA secondary structure can be represented as a tree or a forest. It is a challenging
task to develop the efficient algorithms in order to reveal RNA secondary structure
similarity and difference. The problem of RNA secondary structures comparison has
attracted much attention in recent research.
1
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The primary structure of a RNA molecule is a sequence of nucleotides and it folds
back onto itself into a shape that is topologically a forest [1, 21, 6, 18], which we
call the secondary structure. Figure 1.1 shows an example of the RNA GI:2347024
structure: (a) is a segment of the RNA sequence, (b) is its secondary structure and
(c) is the corresponding tree representation. All the bonded pairs are treated as units
and they are bold in (a), (b) and (c). Algorithms for the edit distance between two
forests (trees) [17, 7] can be used to measure the global similarity of forests (trees).
Figure 1.1: RNA structure and tree representation.[24]
(a) A segment of the RNA GI: 2347024 primary structure [9], (b) its secondary
structure, (c) its tree representation.
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1.2 Preliminaries and notation
We first present the definitions and notations used throughout the thesis.
Let T be a rooted ordered labelled tree of n nodes. Each node is labelled by a symbol
from a given alphabet. Given any two nodes, they are either in an ancestor-descendant
relationship, or in a left-right relationship. All the nodes in T are numbered with a
left-to-right post-order numbering from 1 to n. The left most leaf will be numbered
with one and the root will be numbered with n. Let F be an ordered labelled forest. It
is defined as a sequence of ordered trees. Note that all the trees and forests mentioned
in this thesis are ordered labelled trees and ordered labelled forests. A sub-tree of F
is any connected sub-graph of F . Since each tree in F is a rooted tree, a sub-tree
has a root. A sub-forest of F is a sub-sequence of sub-trees of F . The order of the
roots of the sub-trees in F is consistent with the order of nodes in F . A complete
sub-tree of F is a sub-tree consisting of a root and all of its descendants in F . A
complete sub-forest of F is a sub-sequence of complete sub-trees of F . A sibling
sub-forest is a sequence of sub-trees such that their roots are siblings. A closed sub-
forest is a sequence of sub-trees such that their roots are consecutive siblings. Let
f [i] denotes the ith node in F . We also use f [i] to represent the label of the ith
node if there is no confusion. Let l(i) denote the post-order number of the leftmost
leaf descendant of f [i]. F [i] denotes the complete sub-tree rooted at f [i]. F [i..j] will
generally be an ordered sub-forest of F in the post-order numbering, induced by the
nodes numbered from i to j inclusively. DF and LF denote the depth and the number
of leaves of F respectively. Let |F | be the number of nodes in F . Let subf(F ) be
the set of sub-forests of F . Let subcf(F ) be the set of complete sub-forests of F and
subcf(F, node set) be the set of complete sub-forests of F such that nodes in node set
are not in any of the sub-forests. subcf(F ) is actually equal to subcf(F, ∅). Let F \f
represent the sub-forest resulting from the deletion of sub-forest f from F .
As illustrated, Figure 1.2 shows the forest F in Figure 1.1(c) with these notations.
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Figure 1.2: Forest F with notations. [10]
Examples of the forest F in Figure 1.1(c) and its sub-forests with notations.
1.3 Previous work
Given two trees F and G, the global tree edit distance problem is to compute the
edit distance between them. Tai [3] presented an algorithm using O(|F | · |G| ·DF 2 ·
DG
2) time. Later, Zhang and Shasha [7] developed an algorithm which improved the
running time to O(|F | · |G| ·min{DF , LF} ·min{DG, LG}). A better algorithm from
Demaine et al. runs in O(|F | · |G|2 · (1 + log |F ||G|)) time [17]. Both distance metric and
similarity metric can be applied to these algorithms. These algorithms can also be
used to solve forest distance problem.
Given a target forest F and a pattern forest G, the forest pattern matching(FPM)
problem is to determine a sub-forest F ′ of F which is the most similar (having the
maximum similarity score) to G over all the possible F ′. Jansson and Peng [20] gave
an algorithm for the special case of FPM for closed complete sub-forests that runs in
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O(|F | · |G| ·LF ·min{DG, LG}) time and O(|F | · |G|+LF ·LF · |G|+ |F | ·LFLG ·LGDG)
space. Later, Zhang and Zhu [8] designed a more efficient algorithm which runs in
O(|F | · |G| ·min{DF , LF} ·min{DG, LG}) time and O(|F | · |G|) space.
Given two ordered labelled forests F and G, the local forest similarity problem is to
determine a sub-forest F ′ and a G′ of F and G respectively such that they are the most
similar over all the possible F ′ and G′. Two special cases of this problem, when the
sub-trees are a sibling sub-forest and closed sub-forest respectively, have been studied
which are local forest similarity for sibling sub-forest and closed sub-forest. Liang [10]
presented two efficient algorithms that run in O(|F |·|G|·min{DF , LF}·min{DG, LG})
time and O(|F | · |G|) space. Peng [24] gave an algorithm for LFS on closed complete
sub-forests using distance metrics that runs in O(|F |·|G|·LF ·DG) time and O(|F |·|G|)
space.
Both the distance metric [17, 7] and similarity metric [15, 10] can be used for the
global similarity problem and pattern matching problem between two trees or two
forests. However the distance metric is not suitable for the local similarity problem.
For distance metrics, the goal is to compute the minimum score; so it is quite a
possible scenario that the local similarity may end up with two identical leaves, one
from each tree, matching and producing an optimal distance score zero. Therefore,
the similarity metric defined in [15] is used for the local forest similarity algorithms
to be investigated here.
1.4 Thesis organization
The organization of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 introduces forest edit similarity (FES) which serves as the basis of the
algorithms developed; the related essential concepts and definitions are also covered.
Chapter 3 presents the algorithm for the local forest similarity (LFS) problem for
sub-forests which can be used to compute local similar regions between two forests.
We first introduce the forest removing similarity (FRS) for sub-forest algorithm which
computes the similarity scores between two sub-trees. Then, we introduce our algo-
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rithm to solve the LFS for sub-forest problem which is based on FRS for the sub-forest
algorithm.
Chapter 4 presents the algorithm for forest pattern matching (FPM) problem for
sub-forest. We first introduce the forest removing similarity (FRS) for forest pattern
matching which can be used to compute the tree pattern matching scores between two
sub-trees. Then, we introduce our algorithm to solve the LFS for sub-forest problem
which is based on the FRS for forest pattern matching algorithm.
Chapter 5 depicts the implementation of our algorithms for the LFS problem and
FPM problem. We also present some implementation by using RNA examples.
Chapter 6 contains conclusions and suggestions for future research.
Chapter 2
Tree Edit Distance and Similarity
Computing the distance or similarity between trees or forests under various measures
has been accepted in the comparison of two forests or trees. Note that all the trees
mentioned in this thesis are ordered labelled trees. Forest edit similarity uses both the
similarity metric and forest edit mapping [10]; it serves as the basis to solve the forest
removing similarity (FRS) problem, local forest similarity (LFS) and forest pattern
matching (FPM).
2.1 Edit operations
Edit distance is based on edit operations on tree nodes. For an ordered labelled forest
F , as Figure 2.1 shows, there are three edit operations:
(a) Change: to change one node label into another in F .
(b) Delete: to delete a non-root node l2 from T with parent l1, making the children
of l2 become the children of l1. The children are inserted in the place of l2 as
a subsequence in the left-to-right order of the children of l1. To delete a root
node l2 from F , the children of l2 become roots of rooted trees.
(c) Insert: on the complement of deletion, inserting a node l2 as a child of l1 in F
making l2 the parent of a consecutive subsequence of the children of l1.
7
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Figure 2.1: Forest edit operations [9].
We use Λ to present an empty label. An edit operation is a pair (a, b) 6= (Λ,Λ) [3],
where a is either Λ or a label of a node in forest F and b is either Λ or a label of a
node in forest G; a change operation if a 6= Λ and b 6= Λ; a delete operation if b 6= Λ;
and an insert operation if a 6= Λ. Let ∑′ be a label alphabet and ∑ = ∑′ ∪Λ. Each
edit operation is associated with a cost. We use a distance metric on
∑
.
In mathematics, a distance metric on a set X is a function that a real-valued non-
negative function d(a, b) on the Cartesian product X × X which satisfies the following
conditions:
(1) d(a, b) ≥ 0, d(a, b) = 0 only if a = b;
(2) d(a, b) = d(b, a);
(3) d(a, b) ≤ d(b, c)+ d(a, c);
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2.2 Edit distance
In this section, we introduce edit distance metric on trees and forests based on the
distance metric on labels introduced in Section 2.1.
Edit distance is a way of quantifying how dissimilar two forests are by counting the
minimum cost of a sequence of edit operations required to transform one into the
other. If the costs of edit operations equal to 1, the distance between two ordered
trees is considered to be the number of operations such as insert, delete and modify
to transform one tree to another. If we want to know how to use a minimum cost to
transform one tree to another, both cost and the sequence of operations have to be
computed.
The tree edit distance problem is to compute the edit distance and a sequence of edit
operations turning T1 to T2. The cost is the sum of the costs of the operations; an
optimal edit distance between T1 and T2 is a sequence of operations between T1 and
T2 of minimum cost.
2.3 Edit mappings and edit similarity
An edit mapping (or just a mapping) between T1 and T2 is a representation of the
edit operations to transform T1 to T2, which is used in many of the algorithms for
the tree edit distance problem. An edit mapping is a way to transform one tree to
another. Given two forests F and G, let f [i] and g[j] be the nodes and corresponding
labels in F and G, respectively. Note that both F and G have numbering. We use
’−’ in place of ’Λ’ to represent an empty label.
Formally, define the M to be a mapping from F to G, where M is any set of pairs of
integers (i, j) satisfying:
(1) 1 ≤ i ≤ |F|,1 ≤ j ≤ |G|;
(2) for any pair (i1,j1) and (i2,j2) in M,
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(a) i1 = i2 if and only if j1 = j2 (one-to-one condition);
(b) f[i1] is an ancestor of f[i2] if and only if g[j1] is an ancestor of g[j2] (ancestor
condition);
(c) f[i1] is to the left of f[i2] if and only if g[j1] is to the left of g[j2] (sibling
condition).
Figure 2.2: A forest edit mapping from F to G.
As shown in Figure 2.2, a mapping from F to G which consists of (1,1), (4,3), (5,4),
(6,5). If a pair of nodes is in the mapping, they are connected by a dot line. If a node
is not in the mapping(not touched by any line), it will be deleted or inserted. Later
in this thesis, if a pair of nodes is in the mapping, we say they are touched by a line.
Let I and J be the sets of nodes in F and G, respectively, not touched by any line in
M. Then the distance D of an edit mapping M is given by:
D(M)=
∑
(i,j)∈M
d(f[i],g[j]) +
∑
i′∈I
d(f[i’],−)+ ∑
j′∈J
d(−,g[j’]), where
I={ i | there is no j that (i,j)∈ M }
J={ j | there is no i that (i,j)∈ M }
From all possible mappings, we define minimum cost mapping between F and G as
follows:
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σ(F , G) = min { D(M) | M is a mapping between F and G }.
As mentioned above, we used a distance metric in the mapping. A similarity metric
also can be used in mapping. In this thesis, we use an edit similarity to replace the
edit distance and we use similarity scores instead of distance costs. The similarity
metric definition is described as: given a set A, a real-valued function s(a, b) on the
Cartesian product A × A is a similarity score if, for any a, b, c ∈ A, it satisfies the
following conditions:
(1) s(a, a) ≥ 0;
(2) s(a, b)= s(b, a);
(3) s(a, a) ≥ s(a, b);
(4) s(a, b)+ s(b, c) ≤ s(b, b)+ s(a, c);
(5) s(a, a)= s(b, b)= s(a, b) if and only if a = b. [15]
Let the M to be a mapping from F to G. Let I and J be the sets of nodes in F and G,
respectively, not touched by any line in M. Then the similarity S of an edit mapping
M is given by:
S(M)=
∑
(i,j)∈M
s(f[i],g[j]) +
∑
i′∈I
s(f[i’],−)+ ∑
j′∈J
s(−,g[j’]), where
I={ i | there is no j that (i,j)∈ M }
J={ j | there is no i that (i,j)∈ M }
The similarity metric can be extended to edit mapping from an alphabet. We use
φ(F, G) to represent the edit similarity between two forests throughout this thesis.
The definition of S making φ(F, G) a similarity metric between forests, is called a
forest edit similarity. To compute the forest edit similarity means to compute the
maximum score mapping which is denoted by φ(F, G).
φ(F, G) = max { S(M) | M is a mapping between F and G }.
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Based on the five properties listed above, s(a, a)≥0 and φ(F, F )≥0. We usually set
s(-,-)=0 because there would be neither bonus nor penalty when mapping two nodes
with empty labels and set φ(∅, ∅)=0. So that s(a, -)≤0 and φ(F, ∅)≤0.[10]
2.4 Edit distance and edit similarity
The ordered edit distance metric was introduced by Tai [3]. Given two forests F and
G, Tai presented an algorithm for the forest edit distance problem using O(|F | · |G| ·
DF
2 · DG2) time and O(|F | · |G|) space by using pre-order numbering. Zhang and
Shasha then presented a much simpler algorithm [7] which improved the running time
to O(|F | · |G| ·min{DF , LF} ·min{DG, LG}) by using post order numbering. In this
thesis, we use edit similarity with some modifications of edit distance.
Lemma 2.1 Let F , G be defined as above, l(i) is the leftmost descendent node of
F(i)
(1) φ(∅, ∅) = 0
(2) ∀i ∈ F, ∀i′ ∈ {l(i), .., i},
φ(F [l(i)..i′], ∅) = φ(F [l(i)..i′ − 1], ∅) + s(f [i′],−).
(3) ∀j ∈ G,∀j′ ∈ {l(j), .., j},
φ(∅, G[l(j)..j′]) = φ(∅, G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]).
Proof This is directly from Lemma 3 in [7].
We consider mapping from F [l(i)..i′] to G[l(j)..j′] and that mapping must respect
ancestor and sibling orders. If it includes a line from f [i′] to g[j′] and (i′, j′) is in the
mapping, the mapping will consist of
(1) a mapping from the complete sub-tree F [i′] to the complete sub-tree G[j′].
(2) a mapping from the forest of F with the complete sub-tree F [i′] removed to the
forest of G with the complete sub-tree G[j′] removed.
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So we can have Lemma 2.2.
Lemma 2.2 [7] ∀(i, j) ∈ (F,G), ∀i′ ∈ {l(i), . . . , i} and ∀j′ ∈ {l(j), . . . , j},
φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′]) = max

φ(F [l(i)..i′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
φ(F [l(i)..l(i′)− 1], G[l(j)..l(j′)− 1])
+ φ(F [l(i′)..i′ − 1], G[l(j′)..j′ − 1])
+ s(f [i′], g[j′]).
Proof This is directly from Lemma 4 in [7].
To simplify the calculation of φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′]), consider two cases of φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′])
(1)F [l(i)..i′] and G[l(j)..j′] are both trees.
(2)F [l(i)..i′] or G[l(j)..j′] is a forest.
So that let i, j, F and G be defined as above, l(i) ≤ i′ ≤ i and l(j) ≤ j′ ≤ j
∀(i, j) ∈ (F,G), ∀i′ ∈ {l(i), . . . , i} and ∀j′ ∈ {l(j), . . . , j}.
If l(i′) = l(i) and l(j′) = l(j),
φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′]) = max

φ(F [l(i)..i′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
φ(F [l(i)..i′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(f [i′], g[j′]).
If l(i′) 6= l(i) and l(j′) 6= l(j),
φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′]) = max

φ(F [l(i)..i′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
φ(F [l(i)..l(i′)− 1], G[l(j)..l(j′)− 1]) + φ(F [i′], G[j′]).
This is directly from Lemma 5 in [7].
Based on Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, we have Algorithm 1 and Algorithms 3 shown
below
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Figure 2.3: Lemma 2.2[7]
Algorithm 1: TS(F,G)
Input: Forest F and G.
Output: φ(F [i], G[j]), where 1 ≤ i ≤ |F | and 1 ≤ j ≤ |G|.
1 for i := 1 to |F | do
2 for j := 1 to |G| do
3 TreeSimilarity(i, j)
4 end
5 end
Zhang-Shasha’s algorithm also used the concept of key root [23]. Define k is a key
root node and the key root node set K of forest F as follows:
K(F ) = {k|there exists no k′ > k such that l(k) = l(k′)}.
That is, if k is in K then either k is the root of F or k has a left sibling. Intuitively, this
set will be the roots of all the sub-trees of tree F that need separate computations. In
array K, the order of the elements is in increasing order. With the introduction of the
key roots [7] concept, we only need to compute TreeSimilarity(i, j) with i ∈ K(F )
and j ∈ K(G), instead of all i and j.
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Algorithm 2: TreeSimilarity(i, j)
1 φ(∅, ∅) = 0
2 for i′ := l(i) to i do
3 φ(F [l(i)..i′], ∅) = φ(F [l(i)..i′ − 1], ∅) + s(f [i′],−)
4 end
5 for j′ := l(j) to j do
6 φ(∅, G[l(j)..j′]) = φ(∅, G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′])
7 end
8 for i′ := l(i) to i do
9 for j′ := l(j) to j do
10 if l(i′) = l(i) and l(j′) = l(j) then
11 φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′]) =
max

φ(F [l(i)..i′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
φ(F [l(i)..i′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(f [i′], g[j′])
12 φ(F [i′], G[j′]) = φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′])
13 else
14 φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′]) =
max

φ(F [l(i)..i′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
φ(F [l(i)..l(i′)− 1], G[l(j)..l(j′)− 1]) + φ(F [i′], G[j′])
15 end
16 end
17 end
Algorithm 3: SZS(F,G)
Input: Forest F and G.
Output: φ(F [i], G[j]), where 1 ≤ i ≤ |F | and 1 ≤ j ≤ |G|.
1 compute K(F ) and K(G) and sort them in increasing order into arrays K1 and
K2, respectively
2 for i′ := 1 to |K1| do
3 for j′ := 1 to |K2| do
4 i := K1[i
′]
5 j := K2[j
′]
6 TreeSimilarity(i, j)
7 end
8 end
Chapter 3
Local Forest Similarity For
Sub-forests
Local forest similarity (LFS) aims at computing locally similar regions in two forests.
In this Chapter, we consider the LFS problem for forests which are sequences of sub-
trees. The roots of the sub-trees are nodes of the forests. Given two ordered labelled
forests F and G, the local forest similarity problem is to determine sub-forests F ′ and
G′ of F and G respectively such that they are the most similar over the all possible
F ′ and G′.
The algorithm of LFS is to compute the maximum score of the following formula,
LFS(F,G)=max
F ′,G′
φ(F ′, G′)
F ′ ∈ subf(F )
G′ ∈ subf(G).
3.1 The algorithm for local sequence similarity and
longest common sub-sequence
Sequences are a special case of trees/forests. A sequence can be considered as a linear
tree or a forest so that all the trees in it have only one node. For sequence, the LFS
problem becomes a local sequence similarity problem when we consider it as a linear
16
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tree and weighted longest common sub-sequence problem when we consider it as a
forest of singleton trees.
Local sequence similarity (LSS) problem [2] is to determine two sub-sequences from
two given sequences such that they are most similar. Figure 3.1 shows the local
sequence alignment.
The problem is defined below.
Figure 3.1: Local sequence similarity alignment.
Given two sequences S1[1..m], S2[1..n], SMS computes the maximum score using the
following the formula
SMS(S1, S2)=max{φ(S1[i..j], S2[k..l])|1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ n}
Dynamic programming was used to solve this problem by Smith and Waterman [2].
They also give another interpretation of the LSS problem. The SMS(i, j) is the
maximum similarity score of two segments ending at S1[i], S2[j]
SMS(i, j)=max
i′,j′
{0;φ(S1[i′..i], S2[j′..j])|1 ≤ i′ ≤ i, 1 ≤ j′ ≤ j}
The SMS(S1, S2) is defined as follow:
SMS(S1, S2)=max
i,j
{SMS(i, j)}
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Algorithm 4: Local sequence similarity
Input: S1, S2, All the s(i,−) ,s(−, j), s(i, j) where i, j ≥ 0
Output: maxφ(S1[i
′..i], S2[l′..l]), where 1 ≤ i′ ≤ i ≤ |S1|, 1 ≤ j′ ≤ j ≤ |S2|.
1 for i = 0 to |S1| do
2 φ[i, 0] = 0
3 end
4 for j = 0 to |S2| do
5 φ[0, j] = 0
6 end
7 for i = 1 to |S1| do
8 for j = 1 to |S2| do
9 φ(i, j) = max

0,
φ(i− 1, j − 1) + s(i, j),
φ(i− 1, j) + s(i,−),
φ(i, j − 1) + s(−, j).
10 end
11 end
As Algorithm 4 shows, consider the optimal solution, there are two segments ending
at (i, j). In the dynamic program matrix, initial deletions of S2 are set at φ[0, j] = 0.
Initial insertions of S1 are set at φ[i, 0] = 0. Think of the all possible segments ending
at(i, j), if φ(i− 1, j − 1) + s(i, j), φ(i− 1, j) + s(i,−), φ(i, j − 1) + s(−, j) ends with
all negative values, then there is no positive scoring segment ending at (i, j) and the
value is 0 since the optimal solution is two empty segments. If there is one or more
positive scoring segments ending at (i, j), (i, j) is in the alignment. We pick the
largest positive score as an optimal path.
The longest common subsequence (LCS) problem is to compute the longest sub-
sequence common between two sequences. Figure 3.2 shows the longest common
sub-sequence. Given two sequences S1[1..m] and S2[1..n], Algorithm 5 computes the
maximum length of the LCS by using dynamic programming. From Algorithm 5,
to compute the longest common sub-sequences to C[i, j], compare the elements S1[i]
and S2[j]. If they are equal, then the sequence C[i − 1, j − 1] is extended by that
element. If they are not equal, then the longer of the two sequences, C[i − 1, j] and
C[i, j − 1], will be retained.
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Figure 3.2: Longest common sub-sequence
Algorithm 5: Longest common sub-sequence
Input: S1, S2, C[|S1|][|S2|] = 0
Output: LCS
1 for i = 0 to |S1| do
2 C[i, ∅] = 0
3 end
4 for j = 0 to |S2| do
5 C[∅, j] = 0
6 end
7 for i = 1 to |S1| do
8 for j = 1 to |S2| do
9 if S1[i]=S2[j], then
10 C[i, j] = C[i− 1, j − 1] + 1
11 end
12 if S1[i] 6=S2[j], then
13 C[i, j] = max
{
C[i− 1, j]
C[i, j − 1]
14 end
15 end
16 end
3.2 Forest removing similarity for sub-forests
From the definition, we want to compute sub-forests F ′ and G′. An ordered labelled
forest is a sequence of ordered labelled trees. The unit of the sequence is a sub-tree.
In the computation, we actually need to determine a sequence of nodes, i1, i2, ...im
from F and G respectively such that they are not of ancestor-descendant relationship.
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Lemma 3.1 Given the forests F and G, let i1, i2, ...im be sequence of nodes of F. let
j1, j2, ...jm be a sequence of nodes of G, then
LFS(F,G)= max
i1,...im,j1...jm,m
m∑
k=1
max
f,g
φ(F [ik] \ f,G[jk] \ g)
f ∈ subcf(F [ik], ik), g ∈ subcf(G[jk], jk)
1 ≤ m ≤ min(|F |, |G|)
1 ≤ ik ≤ |F |, 1 ≤ jk ≤ |G|
Proof Suppose F ′ and G′ are the optimal solution such that they can make maximum
LFS(F,G).
LFS(F,G)=max
F ′,G′
φ(F ′, G′)
F ′ ∈ subf(F )
G′ ∈ subf(G)
Both sub-forests F ′ and G′ are sequence of sub-trees. Each sub-tree has a root.
φ(F ′, G′) is a mapping from F ′ to G′. Assume all the roots are in the mapping and
roots of F ′ map with roots of G′. If not, there is one or more roots not in the mapping,
then they could be deleted. Situations like this will cost score penalty which is non-
positive. So removing of these nodes will not make the score worse. F ′ and G′ are
ordered labelled forests. The root of the first sub-tree in F ′ must map with the root
of the first sub-tree in G′, and the rest of the roots map with each other according
to the order. Consider all roots are in the mapping and map according to the order,
the number of sub-trees of F ′ should be equal with the number of sub-trees of G′.
Consider a pair nodes ik and jk from φ(F
′, G′) mapping with each other, the score is
φ(F [ik]\f,G[jk]\g). φ(F ′, G′) should be the sum of each pair of sub-tree’s maximum
edit similarity score. Normally, maxφ(F ′, G′) will be larger than 0. If not, the best
mapping is empty tree.
Suppose there are m sub-trees in F ′ and G′ respectively.
φ(F ′, G′)=
m∑
n=1
max
f,g
φ(F [ik] \ f,G[jk] \ g)
f ∈ subcf(F [ik], ik), g ∈ subcf(G[jk], jk)
So that
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LFS(F,G)= max
i1,...im,j1...jm,m
m∑
k=1
max
f,g
φ(F [ik] \ f,G[jk] \ g)
f ∈ subcf(F [ik], ik), g ∈ subcf(G[jk], jk)
1 ≤ m ≤ min(|F |, |G|)
1 ≤ ik ≤ |F |, 1 ≤ jk ≤ |G|
From Lemma 3.1, in order to compute LFS(F,G), two steps are necessary. First
step, compute all the φ(F [ik] \ f,G[jk] \ g). Second step, select several(m) φ(F [ik] \
f,G[jk]\g) such that the sum of the scores are optimal. For the first step, to calculate
φ(F [ik]\f,G[jk]\g), we extend Smith and Waterman’s LSS algorithm from sequences
to trees. In their LSS algorithm, they removed prefix of the sub-sequence. In our
algorithm, complete sub-trees can be removed without penalty. In this section, we
propose forest removing similarity(FRS) for sub-forests algorithm to calculate the
maximum similarity scores of all F [i] and G[j] when some sub-forests can be removed
from both of F [i] and G[j].
The problem is defined as follows:
Given two forests F and G, FRS for sub-forests
Φrr(F [i], G[j]) = max
f,g
φ(F [i] \ f,G[j] \ g)
f ∈ subcf(F [i], i)
g ∈ subcf(G[j], j)
The subscript “rr” represents that sub-forests or children nodes of both F and G can
be removed.
We use the formula from [7]
For Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′]), where l(i) ≤ i′ ≤ i and l(j) ≤ j′ ≤ j.
(a) Φrr(∅, ∅) = 0.
(b) Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], ∅) = 0.
(c) Φrr(∅, G[l(j)..j′]) = 0.
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(d) Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′]) = max

Φrr(F [l(i)..l(i
′)− 1], G[l(j)..j′]),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..l(j′)− 1]),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
Φrr(F [l(i)..l(i
′)− 1], G[l(j)..l(j′)− 1])
+ Φrr(F [l(i
′), i′ − 1], G[l(j′), j′ − 1]) + s(f [i′], g[j′]).
For case(a), edit operation is not required. For case(b), F [l(i)..i′] can be removed
so that no edit operation required. For case(c), G[l(j)..j′] can be removed so that no
edit operation required .
For case(d), five cases should be considered
For the Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′]), five cases should be considered
Case 1: whether or not the sub-tree F [l(i′)..i′] is removed.
Case 2: whether or not the sub-tree G[l(j′)..j′] is removed.
If it is not one of the cases above, consider the optimal mapping M between F [l(i)..i′]and
G[l(j)..j′] after we perform an optimal removal of sub-trees of F [l(i)..i′] and G[l(j)..j′].
The mapping can be extended tof [i′], and g[j′] in three ways
Case 3: f [i′] is not touched by a line in M , then (i′,−) ∈M .
Case 4: g[j′] is not touched by a line in M , then (−, j′) ∈M .
Case 5: f [i′] and g[j′] are both touched by lines in M , then (i′, j′) ∈M .
This is directly from[7].
To simplify the calculation of φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′]), consider two cases of φ(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′])
(1) F [l(i)..i′] and G[l(j)..j′] are both trees.
(2) F [l(i)..i′] or G[l(j)..j′] is a forest.
Let i, j, F and G be defined as above, l(i) ≤ i′ ≤ i and l(j) ≤ j′ ≤ j
∀(i, j) ∈ (F,G), ∀i′ ∈ {l(i), . . . , i} and ∀j′ ∈ {l(j), . . . , j}.
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If l(i′) = l(i) and l(j′) = l(j),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′]) = max

0
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(f [i′], g[j′]).
If l(i′) 6= l(i) and l(j′) 6= l(j),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′]) = max

Φrr(F [l(i)..l(i
′)− 1], G[l(j)..j′]),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..l(j′)− 1]),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
Φrr(F [l(i)..l(i
′)− 1], G[l(j)..l(j′)− 1]) + Φrr(F [i′], G[j′]).
This algorithm can be implemented to run in O(|F |·|G|·min{DF , LF}·min{DG, LG})
time and O(|F | · |G|) space by using the Zhang-Shasha algorithm.
Zhang-Shasha-RemovingSimilarity is an efficient method to solve tree removing simi-
larity problem. Φrr(F [i
′], G[j′]) is the key data of LFS problem and is needed in next
section.
Algorithm 6: RemovingSimilarity(F,G)
Input: Forest F and G.
Output: Φrr(F [i], G[j]), where 1 ≤ i ≤ |F | and 1 ≤ j ≤ |G|.
1 compute K(F ) and K(G) and sort them in increasing order into arrays K1 and
K2 respectively.
2 for i′ := 1 to |K1| do
3 for j′ := 1 to |K2| do
4 i := K1[i
′]
5 j := K2[j
′]
6 TreeRemovingSimi(i, j)
7 end
8 end
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Algorithm 7: TreeRemovingSimi(i, j)
1 Φrr(∅, ∅) = 0
2 for i′ := l(i) to i do
3 Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], ∅) = 0
4 end
5 for j′ := l(j) to j do
6 Φrr(∅, G[l(j)..j′]) = 0
7 end
8 for i′ := l(i) to i do
9 for j′ := l(j) to j do
10 if l(i′) = l(i) and l(j′) = l(j) then
11 Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′]) =
max

0,
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(f [i′], g[j′])
12 Φrr(F [i
′], G[j′]) = Φrr(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′])
13 else
14 Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′]) =
max

Φrr(F [l(i)..l(i
′)− 1], G[l(j)..j′]),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..l(j′)− 1]),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
Φrr(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
Φrr(F [l(i)..l(i
′)− 1], G[l(j)..l(j′)− 1])
+ Φrr(F [i
′], G[j′])
15 end
16 end
17 end
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3.3 Our algorithms for local forest similarity
In this section, we modify the weighted longest common sub-sequence algorithm and
use it on trees to calculate LFS(F,G), the second step mentioned in Lemma 3.1. A
matrix DP[|F |][|G|] is designed to calculate LFS(F,G) by using dynamic program-
ming.
Lemma 3.2 Define i is ith node in F, j is jth node in G,
DP (i, j) = LFS(F [1...i], G[1...j]), DP [i, ∅] = 0, DP [∅, j] = 0 then
DP (i, j) = max

DP (i− 1, j)
DP (i, j − 1)
DP (l(i)− 1, l(j)− 1) + Φrr(F [i], G[j])
Proof Consider the optimal solution mapping of F[1...i] and G[1...j], suppose i1, ...im,
j1...jm are the optimal sub-tree’s roots of optimal solution mapping. ComputeDP (i, j),
to determine whether or not node i is im and whether or not node j is jm. Case 1,
node i is not im. The maximum similarity score is from F [1...i− 1], G[1...j]. Case 2,
node j is not jm. The maximum similarity score is from F [1...i], G[1...j − 1]. Case
3, node i is im and node j is jm. Both f [i] and g[j] are in the mapping so that they
are the last pair till (i,j). From definitions above, F [i] and G[j] should be mapping
with each other. The optimal edit similarity mapping score is Φrr(F [i], G[j]) so that
DP (i, j) = DP (l(i)− 1, l(j)− 1) + Φrr(F [i], G[j]).
Figure 3.3 shows three cases of computation for local forest similarity of F [1...i], G[1...j].
Based on Lemma 3.2, we design Algorithm 8 as follows
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Figure 3.3: Local forest similarity operations
Algorithm 8: Local forest similarity for sub-forest
Input: forest F and G Φrr(F [i], G[j]) where 1 ≤ i ≤ |F | and 1 ≤ j ≤ |G|
Output: DP[|F |][|G|]
1 for i = 0 to |F | do
2 DP [i, ∅] = 0
3 end
4 for j = 0 to |G| do
5 DP [∅, j] = 0
6 end
7 for i = 1 to |F | do
8 for j = 1 to |G| do
9 DP (i, j) = max

DP (i− 1, j)
DP (i, j − 1)
DP (l(i)− 1, l(j)− 1) + Φrr(F [i], G[j])
10 end
11 end
The local forest similarity for sub-forest algorithm shows how similar F and G are.
The value of DP[|F |][|G|] is the maximum similarity score. The detail of sub-forests
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is needed and the mapping can be calculated by Algorithm 9.
TRStraceback is a procedure used in Algorithm 9. The main idea of TRStraceback
algorithm is to calculate Φrr(F [i], G[j]) by using TreeRemovingSimilarity algorithm
and using a matrix which is large enough (|F | ∗ |G|) for storing intermediate results.
Then, use the matrix to determine the optimal result. When tracebacked to i and
j, the algorithm determines whether or not they are involved. If so , TRStraceback
algorithm calculates how F [i] and G[j] are mapped with each other by calculating
the sequence of mapping operations (insertion\deletion\mapping) so that the optimal
solution can be achieved.
Algorithm 9: Traceback
Input: Matrix DP[|F |][|G|]
Output: maxφ(F \ f,G \ g)
1 i=|F|
2 j=|G|
3 while i 6= 0 and j 6= 0 do
4 if DP [i][j] == DP [i][j − 1] then
5 j −−;
6 Continue;
7 end
8 if DP [i][j] == DP [i− 1][j] then
9 i−−;
10 Continue;
11 end
12 if DP [i][j] == DP [l[i]− 1][l[j]− 1] + Φrr(F [i], G[j]) then
13 if Φrr(F [i], G[j]) > 0 then
14 TRStraceback(i, j);
15 end
16 i = l[i]− 1;
17 j = l[j]− 1;
18 Continue;
19 end
20 end
In this Chapter, we have introduced our algorithm for forest removing similarity
problem. The implementation and experimental results are described in Chapter 5.
Chapter 4
Forest Pattern Matching For
Sub-forests
Forest pattern matching (FPM) aims at computing regions of forest F which are most
similar to another forest G. Generally, F is much larger than G. In this chapter, we
consider the FPM problem. Given two ordered labelled forests F and G, the forest
pattern matching for sub-forest problem is to determine sub-forest F ′ of F such that
it is the most similar to G over all the possible F ′ .
The goal of FPM for sub-forests is to compute the maximum score of the following
formula,
FPM(F,G)=max
F ′
φ(F ′, G)
F ′ ∈ subf(F )
4.1 The algorithm for sequence pattern matching
It is known from section 3.1 that a sequence is a special case of a tree/forest. In this
section, we introduce the pattern matching problem on sequences.
Sequence pattern matching (SPM) is to compute the best fit of a “short” sequence
into a “longer” sequence. The SPM algorithm computes where the short pattern ap-
proximately appears in the longer sequence. Consider the problem of fitting sequence
28
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A = a1...an into B = b1...bm where n is much smaller than m. The problem is to
compute
SPM(A, B)= max{φ(A, bkbk+1...bl−1bl) : 1 ≤ k ≤ l ≤ m}
Figure 4.1: Sequence pattern matching
From Figure 4.1, we take another approach. Note that deletions of the beginning and
the end of B are without penalty. Define
SPM(i, j) = max
k,j
{φ(a1a2...ai−1ai, bkbk+1...bj−1bj) : 1 ≤ k ≤ j ≤ m, i = n}
Deletions of the beginning of B without penalty can be encoded when a dynamic
programming matrix is set up. The score of the initial deletion of B ,b1b2...bj, is set
at φ[0, j] = 0. Each letter of A must be accounted for so that φ[i, 0]=−i ∗ s(i,−).
After initial matching, deletion at the end of B as well as A must be accounted for.
Choose the best score of SPM(i, j) from φ(i− 1, j − 1) + s(i, j), φ(i− 1, j) + s(i,−)
and φ(i, j − 1) + s(−, j) [11].
Two sequences are given as examples, and set s(a, a) = 1, s(a, b) = −1, s(a,−) =
s(−, a) = −2. Figure 4.2 shows the result of sequence pattern matching compued by
Algorithm 10.
A=TATAAT
B=GACACCATCGAATGGCGCAAAACCTT
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Algorithm 10: Sequence Pattern Matching
Input: sequence A and B, All the s(i,−) ,s(−, j), s(i, j) where i, j ≥ 0
Output: max{φ(a1a2...ai−1ai, bkbk+1...bl−1bl)}
1 φ[∅, ∅] = 0
2 for i = 1 to |A| do
3 φ[i, ∅] = φ[i− 1, ∅] + s(i,−)
4 end
5 for j = 1 to |B| do
6 φ[∅, j] = 0
7 end
8 for i = 1 to |S1| do
9 for j = 1 to |S2| do
10 φ(i, j) = max

φ(i− 1, j − 1) + s(i, j),
φ(i− 1, j) + s(i,−),
φ(i, j − 1) + s(−, j).
11 end
12 end
Figure 4.2: Result of sequence pattern matching
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4.2 Forest pattern matching for sub-forests
Given two forests F and G where F is larger than G, we use two steps to compute
FPM. Step 1, we compute the the forest pattern matching for each pair of sub-trees
between F and G. Step 2, we extend sequence pattern matching algorithm from
sequences to forests.
In sequence pattern matching, the deletion of the short sequence will cost a penalty.
In forest pattern matching, given two forests F and G where F is larger than G, the
deletion of any node in G will cost a penalty. The prefix of the larger sequence’s
sub-sequence can be removed in SPM. In our algorithm, complete sub-trees can be
removed from F without penalty. Define FPMSS as follows
FPMSS(F [ik], G[jk])=max
f
φ(F [ik] \ f,G[jk])
f ∈ subcf(F [ik]).
In this section, we propose the forest pattern matching (FPM) for sub-forests algo-
rithm to calculate FPMSS(F [i], G[j]) of all F [i] and G[j] when some sub-forests can
be removed from F [i].
The problem is defined as follows:
Given two forests F and G, F is larger than G, FPM for sub-forests
ΦR(F [i], G[j]) = max
f
φ(F [i] \ f,G[j])
f ∈ subcf(F [i])
The subscript “R” represents that only sub-forests or child nodes of F can be removed.
To simplify the calculation of ΦR(F [i], G[j]), consider two cases of φ(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′])
(1) F [l(i)..i′] and G[l(j)..j′] are both trees.
(2) F [l(i)..i′] or G[l(j)..j′] is a forest.
Let i,j F and G be defined as above, l(i) ≤ i′ ≤ i and l(j) ≤ j′ ≤ j
∀(i, j) ∈ (F,G), ∀i′ ∈ {l(i), . . . , i} and ∀j′ ∈ {l(j), . . . , j}.
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If l(i′) = l(i) and l(j′) = l(j),
ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′]) = max

ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(f [i′], g[j′]).
If l(i′) 6= l(i) and l(j′) 6= l(j),
ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′]) = max

ΦR(F [l(i)..l(i
′)− 1], G[l(j)..j′])
ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
ΦR(F [l(i)..l(i
′)− 1], G[l(j)..l(j′)− 1]) + ΦRr(F [i′], G[j′]).
In the local similarity calculations, prefix of the sub-sequence can be deleted without
penalty. If the two sub-forests or sub-sequences are not quite similar (negative), their
scores are set to 0. But in pattern matching, it can be negative because the deletion
of the smaller forest costs penalty.
This algorithm can be implemented to run in O(|F |·|G|·min{DF , LF}·min{DG, LG})
time and O(|F | · |G|) space by using Zhang-Shasha algorithm.
Algorithm 11: FPMSS(F,G)
Input: Forest F and G.
Output: ΦR(F [i], G[j]), where 1 ≤ i ≤ |F | and 1 ≤ j ≤ |G|.
1 compute K(F ) and K(G) and sort them in increasing order into arrays K1 and
K2 respectively.
2 for i′ := 1 to |K1| do
3 for j′ := 1 to |K2| do
4 i := K1[i
′]
5 j := K2[j
′]
6 FPMSSProcedue(i, j)
7 end
8 end
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Algorithm 12: FPMSSProcedue(i, j)
1 ΦR(∅, ∅) = 0
2 for i′ := l(i) to i do
3 ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′], ∅) = 0
4 end
5 for j′ := l(j) to j do
6 ΦR(∅, G[l(j)..j′]) = G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′])
7 end
8 for i′ := l(i) to i do
9 for j′ := l(j) to j do
10 if l(i′) = l(i) and l(j′) = l(j) then
11 ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′]) =
max

ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(f [i′], g[j′])
12 ΦR(F [i
′], G[j′]) = ΦR(F [l(i)..i′], G[l(j)..j′])
13 else
14 ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′]) =
max

ΦR(F [l(i)..l(i
′)− 1], G[l(j)..j′]),
ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′ − 1], G[l(j)..j′]) + s(f [i′],−),
ΦR(F [l(i)..i
′], G[l(j)..j′ − 1]) + s(−, g[j′]),
ΦR(F [l(i)..l(i
′)− 1], G[l(j)..l(j′)− 1])
+ ΦR(F [i
′], G[j′])
15 end
16 end
17 end
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4.3 Our algorithms for forest pattern matching
In this section, we design an algorithm to compute the FPM . A matrix DP[|F |][|G|]
is used to calculate FPM(F,G) by using dynamic programming.
Lemma 4.1 Define i is ith node in F, j is jth node in G,
DP (i, j) = FPM(F [1...i], G[1...j]), DP [i, ∅] = 0, DP [∅, j] = DP [∅, j−1])+s(−, g[j]),
then
DP (i, j) = max

DP (i− 1, j)
DP (i, j − 1) + s(−, g[j])
DP (l(i)− 1, l(j)− 1) + ΦR(F [i], G[j])
Proof Consider the optimal solution mapping of F[1...i] and G[1...j], suppose j1...jm
are optimal solutions mapping sub-tree’s roots in G and they have no parent node in
the mapping. i1, ...im are corresponding nodes in F . Compute DP (i, j), to determine
whether or not node i is im and whether or not node j is jm. Case 1, node i is not im.
The maximum pattern matching score is from F [1...i− 1], G[1...j]. Case 2, node j is
not jm. The maximum pattern matching score is from F [1...i], G[1...j − 1] plus the
penalty of deleting j. Case 3, node i is im and node j is jm. Both f [i] and g[j] are
in the mapping so that they are the last pair till (i,j). From definitions above, F [i]
and G[j] should be mapped with each other. The optimal pattern matching score is
ΦR(F [i], G[j]) so that DP (i, j) = DP (l(i)− 1, l(j)− 1) + ΦR(F [i], G[j])
Figure 4.3 shows three cases of computation for forest pattern matching of F [1...i], G[1...j].
Based on Lemma 4.1, we design Algorithm 13 as follow:
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Figure 4.3: Forest pattern matching operations
The traceback method is the same as for LFS problem. In this Chapter, we intro-
duce our algorithm for forest pattern matching problem. The implementation and
experimental results are in Chapter 5.
Algorithm 13: Forest pattern matching
Input: forest F and G ΦRr(F [i], G[j]) where 1 ≤ i ≤ |F | and 1 ≤ j ≤ |G|
Output: DP[|F |][|G|]
1 for i = 0 to |F | do
2 DP [i, ∅] = 0
3 end
4 for j = 0 to |G| do
5 DP [∅, j] = DP [∅, j − 1]) + s(−, g[j])
6 end
7 for i = 1 to |F | do
8 for j = 1 to |G| do
9 DP (i, j) = max

DP (i− 1, j)
DP (i, j − 1) + s(−, g[j′])
DP (l(i)− 1, l(j)− 1) + ΦRr(F [i], G[j])
10 end
11 end
Chapter 5
Implementation and Experimental
Results
In this Chapter, we present the implementation of the algorithms of LFS and FPM
for sub-forests and experimental results.
5.1 Implementation
A C++ program is written for the algorithms. First, user needs to choose either LFS
or FPM for the calculation. Second, user has to type in the names of score matrix
file and forest data file. The program will begin the calculation automatically if the
two files can be found successfully. At last, user has to type in a file name. All the
results will be written in the file. Figure 5.1 shows the flowchart of the program.
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart of program.
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5.2 Experimental results and discussion
Five experiments are designed to test the algorithm. Experiment 1, 2 and 5 are for
LFS and experiment 3 and 4 are for FPM.
Pseudoknot-free RNA can be represented as forests. Our forest data are taken from
RNA cupriavidus metallidurans and streptomyces bikiniensis. Cupriavidus metal-
lidurans and streptomyces bikiniensis, the RNase P RNA structures of bacteria, are
pseudoknot-free. Cupriavidus metallidurans are renamed from ralstonia metallidu-
rans and previously known as ralstonia eutropha and alcaligenes eutrophus. The
images are taken from the website http://www.mbio.ncsu.edu/RNaseP/.
A forest data file has two sections. The first section represents the forest which is
also the primary structure of forest. The second section contains all the information
of forest’s secondary structure such as the start bases, end bases, stem size etc.. A
‘<’ sign alone on a line separates the two sections.
The score matrix file is significant such that results can be different by using different
score matrix for the same forests. In our experiments, we use the same score matrix
to test our algorithm. As shown in figure 5.2, the scores are set that match is 2,
mismatch is -1, insertion and deletion is -2 for each single base. For a base pair,
match is 4, mismatch is -2, insertion and deletion is -4. The penalty of matching
a single base to a base pair is -9 since it is not reasonable. A high penalty score
setting up can avoid this situation during the computation. Note that the scores are
3 when AU matches UA, CG matches GC and GU matches UG since these kinds of
matches are treated as the good cases in RNA computing although the base pairs
are not exactly the same. When the other reasonable base pairs match with each
other, we set the score to 1 because they are common situations in regard of RNA
secondary structures. ‘ - ’ represents insertion and deletion and ‘ ’ represents the
base is removed.
In the result file, the bases marked with ‘*’ are the regions determined.
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Figure 5.2: Score matrix file.
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Experiment 1
Forest file:
Figure 5.3: forest file for experiment 1.
Result file:
Figure 5.4: Result file for experiment 1.
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Figure 5.5: Result of experiment 1.
In experiment 1, we use two small trees to test the program. Figure 5.5 shows the
result. The program determines one sub-forest from each tree and the maximum
similarity score is 70. 5 sub-trees with one single base are removed from Tree 1 and
6 from Tree 2. One base pair of Tree 1 maps to insertion/deletion. One complete
sub-tree of Tree 2 is totally removed. As the graph shows, the program determines
large areas from the two trees which are most similar.
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Experiment 2
Forest file:
Figure 5.6: forest file for experiment 2.
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Result file:
Figure 5.7: Result file for experiment 2.
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Figure 5.8: Result of experiment 2.
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In experiment 2, we input two whole large RNAs, cupriavidus metallidurans and
streptomyces bikiniensis.
The result is shown in Figure 5.8. Three sub-trees are determined from each RNA.
Two of them are sub-trees which have only one single base. The other ones are large
trees with some of its sub-trees removed.
From the detail, we can see there are other solutions, especially at loop structure
(multiple loop, hairpin loop etc.). In fact, for all kinds of similarity calculation, the
optimal solution may not be unique. To LSS, the maximum score may appear more
than once in the matrix. In LFS, for each point in the matrix, operations may get the
same score. But all these solutions are correct at the algorithm level. Our algorithm
just offers one of the solutions.
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Experiment 3
Forest file:
Figure 5.9: forest file for experiment 3.
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Result file:
Figure 5.10: Result file for experiment 3.
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Figure 5.11: Result of experiment 3.
In experiment 3, we pick up two complete sub-forests and combine them to a forest.
Then fit it to alcaligenes eutrophus. Figure 5.11 shows the result of experiment 3.
Two parts of the structure are determined. One single base from the first part is
removed. One single base from the pattern is deleted.
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Experiment 4
Forest file:
Figure 5.12: forest file for experiment 4.
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Result file:
Figure 5.13: Result file for experiment 4.
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Figure 5.14: Result of experiment 4.
In experiment 4, we fit a closed sub-forest from streptomyces bikiniensis to alcaligenes
eutrophus. Figure 5.14 shows the result of experiment 4. 9 sub-trees are determined.
Two single bases from the sub-trees are removed. Two single bases from the pattern
are deleted.
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Experiment 5
Forest file:
Figure 5.15: forest file for experiment 5.
Result file:
Figure 5.16: Result file for experiment 5.
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Figure 5.17: Result of experiment 5.
Experiment 5 is for LFS problem. We pick a small sub-forest from Alcaligenes eu-
trophus and Streptomyces bikiniensis respectively. 19 sub-trees are found out of each
sub-forest.
As Figure 5.17 shows, the 1st to 10th sub-trees are siblings in the first sub-forest. But
the 1st to 10th sub-trees are not siblings in the second sub-forest. The mapping of
the 4th to 8th sub-trees may not make sense in RNA structure. And also, the similar
situation also appears in Experiment 4 that the first ‘G’ is located far away from oth-
ers. All these solutions are correct at the algorithm level. The result of Experiment
5 is a typical solution that is correct in algorithm but may not be reasonable in RNA
structure which is worth further research.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, we studied local forest similarity and forest pattern matching problems.
We developed efficient algorithms for general cases of these two problems.
For the local forest similarity problem, based on the well known Smith-Waterman
method for local sequence similarity and longest common sub-sequence algorithm, we
designed new algorithms to extend them from sequence to forest. Many algorithm
techniques can be used for the tree removing similarity algorithm and we chose the
Zhang-Shasha method in our algorithms. Our algorithm can identify locally similar
regions in two forests.
For the forest pattern matching, based on sequence pattern matching we designed
new algorithms to extend it from sequence to forest. Our algorithm can identify
regions from one large forest which are most similar to another small forest.
Both the local forest similarity algorithm and the forest pattern matching algorithm
can be applied to RNA structure comparison since pseudoknot-free RNA can be
represented as forests.
Our algorithm can determine the general case of local forest similarity and forest
pattern matching problems. In some cases, as the experiments showed, sub-forest
determination is split over the forest. But a compact result may be more reasonable
in RNA structure comparison. A possible way is to add the gap penalty during the
computation. We will continue to improve our algorithm in the future research.
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